Dicke states are states of a collection of particles which have been under active investigation for several reasons. One reason is that the decay rates of these states can be quite different from a set of independently evolving particles. Another reason is that a particular class of these states are decoherence-free or noiseless with respect to a set of errors. These noiseless states, or more generally subsystems, can avoid certain types of errors in quantum information processing devices. Here we provide a method for calculating invariants of systems of particles undergoing collective motions. These invariants can be used to determine a complete set of commuting observables for a class of Dicke states as well as identify possible logical operations for decoherence-free/noiseless subsystems. Our method is quite general and provides results for cases where the constituent particles have more than two internal states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Decoherence-free/noiseless subsystems (DFS) are now part of an arsenal of weapons used to prevent errors in quantum information processing and storage [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . (For reviews see [7, 8] .) DFS are subsystems which are immune to certain types of errors. The most common type found in the literature is a DFS which is immune to collective errors. These types of quantum systems were studied earlier by Dicke in a different context [9] .
There are several types of states which are now called Dicke states. One such set corresponds to a set of particles which undergo a collective motion, are distinguishable, and do not interact with each other. These states are unchanged by particle interchange, or more generally, the interchange of particular constituents [10] . One particularly clear example is a gas interacting with an external field which has a wavelength significantly longer than the container confining the particles. These are also conditions for collective motion, i.e., the external field interacts in the same way with each particle. In this case, if the size of the container ∼ R and the wavelength of the field is λ, then the "Dicke limit" λ ≫ R is said to be satisfied. In this limit, when the external influence gives rise to errors in a quantum computing device, the errors are called collective, whether they describe an evolution of each particle which is unitary or not.
Since errors are the greatest obstacle to building a fully functional quantum computing device, any method which aids in the prevention of errors is quite important. However, for the practical use of a DFS/NS for quantum information processing one requires the ability to perform universal computing on these states. This requires finding evolutions which do not take the states out of the protected subspace during gating operations [5] . We refer to such operations as being compatible with the DFS structure. In the physical systems considered by Dicke, one could imagine evolutions of the states which do not change the essential features of the state (energy or total angular momentum quantum numbers), but are indeed nontrivial evolutions. In the case of quantum information processing, these enable quantum computing in a DFS.
In both the early analysis of Dicke states and also quantum computing applications, primarily only two internal states of the constituents were considered. However, three or more internal states of an atom could certainly become important in various experiments and could also arise in particle physics where more than two degrees of freedom are associated with both flavor and color symmetries. Recent experiments [11] [12] [13] and proposed experiments [14] [15] [16] have provided explicit constructions for these so-called Dicke states using a variety of physical systems.
Here we carry the consideration of Dicke states to the extreme. We consider collections of particles undergoing some collective motions, for example collective errors, and ask the following question. What Hamiltonians give rise to evolutions which are compatible with these motions? Our results are not restricted to any particular number of internal states for each of the constituents, nor are they restricted to any number of particles. We then answer the question by using a construction of invariants analogous to Casimir's construction of invariants for Lie algebras and Lie groups.
In Section II we review the standard Casimir construction for single-particle invariants. In Section III we extend the construction to sets of N particles each with d internal states. Section IV discusses the physical implications of our results. In particular, we discuss the use of these invariants for Dicke state identification as well as the manipulation of decoherence-free or noiseless subsystem. Section V concludes.
II. IDENTIFYING INVARIANTS
A Casimir Operator is a member of the center of the universal enveloping algebra meaning such an operator will commute with every element of the universal enveloping algebra. For matrix representations of quantum evolutions, which we will consider here, the universal enveloping algebra is the algebra of all products of Lie algebra basis elements. It is most important for our purposes that the Casimir operators commute with every generator of the Lie algebra and the collective errors form a representation of the Lie algebra (which is the algebra of Hermitian matrices). Once we find such invariants, we will have the set of Hamiltonians which commute with collective errors and are therefore compatible transformations. We begin by reviewing the construction of Casimir invariants.
Let a basis for the Lie algebra of SU(d) (hereafter denoted L(SU(d))) be given by a set {λ i } with the normalization and properties described in the Appendix. The Casimir operators of SU(d) are known. The most familiar, the quadratic Casimir, is proportional to the sum of the squares of the elements,
This along with all other Casimir operators can be obtained using the formula [17, 18] I n = Tr(ad
For example,
which reduces to Eq. (II.1) using Eq. (A.7). It turns out that the formula given in Eq. (II.2) does not produce independent invariants for the collective errors. However, the independent invariants can be obtained [17] and may be written in terms of the totally symmetric d-tensor. For example, the cubic Casimir invariant is
Higher order Casimir operators can be constructed using the general formulation
The sum is over all elements of the algebra.
To show independence, one may begin with Eq. (II.2) and reduce the expressions using the identities in the appendix. Here our objective is to find a set of operators which commute with the set of collective motions. A basis for these motions is given by the set of operators of the form
where the sum is taken over the particles in the system. These types of operators also form a basis for the collective errors acting on a DFS/NS and linear combinations give the stabilizer elements. (See Sec. IV B for the definition and discussion.) An element of the algebra (with real coefficients) which commutes with these provides the Hamiltonians which are compatible with a DFS/NS.
III. EXPLICIT FORMS FOR THE INVARIANTS
In this section we will find a set of independent operations for which each element of the set commutes with all members of the algebra formed by the S j . Denote the algebra of the S j by A.
Note that the Casimir operators formed from the elements S j form a representation of L(SU(d)) if the λ i do [19] . Therefore these are invariants of the algebra A, i.e. they commute with elements of this algebra. However, this is not an irreducible algebra. Thus the construction must rely on the identification of the irreducible components.
To proceed, we first calculate the Casimir invariants of L(SU(d)). Then, noting that linear combinations of these invariants are also invariants, we extract reducible components of the invariants. From a physical perspective, this means identifying n-body interactions which are contained within the m-body interactions where n≤m.
The quadratic Casimir operator for the algebra A is
Expanding this in terms of the basis elements {λ i } gives
Note that the first term of the last expression is the sum of single-particle Casimir invariants. This allows us to infer that the second term in Eq. (III.2) is also an invariant quantity. Furthermore, the only nontrivial contributions appearing in the commutator i λ
with all other terms vanishing. Since this can be rewritten as
we find that
is also an independent invariant for each pair (α, β). Now consider
Expanding the sums over the particle (Greek) indices, and reducing the results, three types of terms are obtained. First, if all three superscripts are the same, for example λ
k , the term reduces to the quadratic Casimir invariant for particle α. Since any linear combination of invariants is invariant, the sum of all terms having this form is also invariant. Second, if two are the same, e.g. λ , thus terms of this form are also invariant quantities. Third, if all three are different, we obtain
as an independent invariant. Notice this case is different from the ordinary Casimir construction where no such independent invariant arises for a term of the form of J 3 . Defining and expanding J 4 produces one new invariant,
Continuing with this will iteratively produce a set of independent invariants for collective motions of particles. For three qutrits this set, I 2 , I 3 , I 4 is complete [20] .
IV. PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
After the motivation in the introduction and the construction of the invariants, we now consider more explicitly the implications of our findings.
A. Motion of Dicke States
In Ref. [9] Dicke examined the spontaneous radiation of photons emitted from a gas consisting of two-level particles. Gasses of both small and large extent were treated separately, the scale being determined relative to the wavelength λ of an externally applied field. Taking R to be the spatial extent of the container, the two cases correspond to λ ≫ R or λ ≪ R. In both cases it was assumed that there was insufficient overlap of the wave functions of separate particles to require symmetrization of the states. It was also assumed that each particle coupled to the common radiation field via an electric dipole interaction. In general, the interaction energy of the αth particle with the field can be written as
for some constant real vectors e 1 and e 2 .
In the case of a gas confined to a small region of space the vector potential can effectively be considered an independent function of the spatial coordinates r α . In this approximation the total interaction energy becomes
where c 1 and c 2 denote constants. There are two degrees of freedom associated with the internal energy of any given particle. The energy eigenvalues of the jth particle, corresponding to the diagonal operator σ
z , take on the values ± ω/2. The sum of all internal particle energies, together with the translational energy of the gas H 0 and the interaction with the field, provides a complete description of a gaseous system consisting of mutually noninteracting particles.
The Hamiltonian for this system can be broken up into two parts,
where the first part describes the translational energy of the system and thus depends solely on the spatial positions r α while the second is a quantity independent of these coordinates. As a result, these two parts commute implying the existence of simultaneous eigenfunctions of the two contributions. Let us denote these energy eigenstates
where U p depends on the spatial coordinates and Φ q is a function of the internal coordinates. The oper-
(i = x, y, z) not only individually commute with the spatially independent quantity
z , but also satisfy the same commutation relations (up to a multiplicative scaling factor) as the three components of angular momentum. In other words, they form a representation of the SO(3) algebra. Stationary states of this system can therefore be identified with those eigenstates that conserve the square of the total angular momentum operator, i.e., Φ q ≡ Φ jm , with S 2 Φ jm = j(j +1)Φ jm and |m| ≤ j ≤ N/2. Consequently, the stationary states of a gaseous system confined to a small region of space can be expressed as
(IV.5)
Since the individual particles which form the gas all experience a common interaction with the radiation field, the system as a whole evolves in a collective manner. However, while this collective motion is occurring on these states, they may still undergo other non-trivial evolutions. Such operations conserve energy and angular momentum. Hamiltonians corresponding to these nontrivial evolutions commute with the collective operators and thus can be constructed from the previously derived invariants. Furthermore, the number of internal states is not restricted to two, but can be arbitrary. Many internal states may be undergoing simultaneous transitions to other internal states, collectively, while still undergoing this evolution.
In the next section we consider a particular type of Dicke state which is actually invariant under these collective motions. Although the argument follows the usual treatment regarding the compatibility of transformations of a collective DFS/NS, it applies to the present case as well since DFS/NS states suitable for quantum information processing correspond to degenerate Dicke states.
B. DFS-Compatible Hamiltonians
Let us suppose that the Dicke states corresponding to a collective DFS/NS are spanned by the set {|λ ⊗ |µ }, with λ = 1, . . . , d and µ = 1, . . . , n. Here the |λ 's distinguish a particular basis state of an encoded d-state system and the |µ 's label the n orthogonal elements which span each qudit dimension. When acted upon by the collective errors S j these DFS/NS states have the property that
In other words, these encoded qudit states remain unaffected by the presence of such noise since they map every |λ to itself. One can parameterize the collective errors using a set of time-independent complex numbers {v j },
The DFS/NS states are not the only accessible states inherent to a system. There are some orthogonal to these which cannot protect against collective noise. When information is leaked into these regions of the systems Hilbert space it may be permanently lost. Gates which are used to manipulate the state of an encoded qudit should therefore operate in a manner such that they map DFS/NS states to other DFS/NS states. It can be shown that a sufficient condition for a transformation U = exp(−iHt) to satisfy this compatibility requirement is that
Taking the derivative of both sides of this equation with respect to time yields a sufficient condition for a Hamiltonian to generate a compatible transformation
Since the Casimir operators for the algebra A satisfy this condition, they can be used to generate nondissapative transformations of a DFS/NS encoding. We will discuss the implications of these results for the case of a three qudit encoding next, with a particular emphasis on the ability of these operations to generate universal quantum computation.
C. Three Qudits
As mentioned earlier, a basis for the collective errors is given by the set
where the subscript indicates the type of error and the superscript labels the particle on which the operator acts. The invariants I 2 , I 3 , and I 4 not only commute with every element of this set, but can also be used to form a representation of the Lie algebra of SU (2) [20] . It has been shown that the encoded, or logical analogues of the Pauli matrices acting on an encoded qubit can be given in terms of these invariants by the relations
All three of these generators can be expressed in terms of two body interactions since I 3 can be decomposed into products of I 2 . In fact, the invariant I 2 alone suffices to perform universal computation using encoded qubits that are comprised of three physical qudits since they are able to generate any single qubit rotation, and can also be combined in such a way as to implement an entangling CNOT gate as well. This is due to the fact that the states which were used in Ref. [21] for the CNOT are also present in the expansions of the logical states encoded into qudits having d ≥ 3. In addition, the invariant I (α,β) 2
can also be used to perform the generalized exchange interaction between the states |p (α) |q (β) associated with particles α and β since it has been shown in Ref. [20] that
(IV.14) for α, β = 1, 2, . . . , d.
Clearly these are linear combinations of the two-body interactions which are comprised of the invariants I (α,β) 2 . Three-body and higher order interactions are less often experimentally controllable, but are also, in principle, viable candidates for quantum gates. For example the logical Y interaction for qudits is proportional to I 3 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
For quantum systems containing many particles, each having a number of internal states, the system could be in a vast array of possible states corresponding to a large Hilbert space dimension. The evolution of such states can be fairly simple however, as in the case of a system undergoing collective motion. Such motions occur, for example, when λ ≫ R so that each particle feels the same field. If states, or subsystems, of a collection of particles are invariant under collective motions, they are decoherence-free, or noiseless with respect to any collective operation, unitary or not. This leads to the promising method for error prevention-encoding in one of these subspaces to avoid collective errors. To take advantage of such an encoding for the purposes of quantum information processing, one requires a complete set of logical operations to be performed on these subsystems which is compatible with the encoding. We have provided a way in which to find the set of Hamiltonians for this purpose.
However, we also note that since collective motions commute with the invariant operators we have presented here, the invariants may be measured while the system undergoes these collective errors. This allows one to describe the system by the values of these operators. Indeed one of the original motivations for studying these invariants was to find a complete set of commuting observables to completely specify a quantum system. (See for example Ref. [22] and references therein.) Not all of the invariants presented here will commute with each other, but they each commute with the collective motions. A subset of these invariant operators which also mutually commute will help provide a complete set of commuting operators along with the energy and total angular momentum.
Our work is quite general and can be applied to any set of d-state systems undergoing collective motions. Therefore, we have extended the Dicke-state description explicitly to the general case leading the way to the description of sets of particles undergoing collective motions and their manipulation when the particles have more than two internal states.
